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Catalys offers to support you in your projects dealing with the Fine Chemical 
industry. This also includes research, development, company strategy, marketing 
and commercial activities. 
Our business model consists of a wide range of competencies based on our broad 
experience within the fine chemicals world, respecting your requirements and 
our values.

SupplierS:
Catalys identifies manufacturers of rare or specific products. This includes raw 
materials, intermediates or active ingredients. These projects are performed 
under Confidential Disclosure Agreements.

SubcontractorS:
We select the most appropriate partner and closely follow initial pilot production, 
until commercialization of the product. The choice of the partner is validated by 
the customer according to quality criteria, reliability and economical constraints.
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conSulting for induStrialization:
Critical feasibility studies of research processes and scale-up elaboration according 
to reliable technologies that are compatible with existing raw materials.

technological development: 
Intellectual property analysis on existing molecules and published synthetic routes. 
Research and submission of alternative routes tested at the bench by laboratory 
partners.

internal growth:
Assistance in the identification of new markets in Europe and Worldwide, using 
Catalys’ International network established over many years.

external growth: 
Assistance in business strategy design and in acquisition or licensing opportunities, 
including negotiations with the identified targets. 

agent on the european market:
Based on our expertise and knowledge of Fine Chemical, Pharmaceutical, 
Cosmetic industries and markets, we represent foreign companies in Europe.

new molecule reSearch program:
Catalys maintains an important New Chemical Entity research program for 
applications mainly concerning pharmaceutical or cosmetic areas, leading to 
French and International patent registrations.

99, cours Gambetta
69446 Lyon cedex 03 
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Tel +33 (0)4 72 84 41 35 
e-mail: info@catalys.fr
www.catalys.fr

catalyS, an expert in fine chemicalS, haS been working for the pharmaceutical, 

coSmetic and chemical induStrieS Since 1996.


